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ABSTRACT
This work assesses the feasibility of the direct use of surface-wave dispersion curves from seismic ambi-
ent noise to gain insight into the crustal structure of Bransfield Strait and detect seasonal seismic velocity
changes. We cross-correlated four years of vertical component ambient noise data recorded by a seismic ar-
ray in West Antarctica. To estimate fundamental mode Rayleigh wave Green’s functions, the correlations are
computed in 4-hr segments, stacked over 1-year time windows and moving windows of 3 months. Rayleigh
wave group dispersion curves are then measured on two spectral bands—primary (10–30 s) and secondary
(5–10 s) microseisms–using frequency-time analysis. We analyze the temporal evolution of seismic velocity
by comparing dispersion curves for the successive annual and 3-month correlation stacks. Our main as-
sumption was that the Green’s functions from the cross-correlations, and thus the dispersion curves, remain
invariant if the crustal structure remains unchanged. Maximum amplitudes of secondary microseisms were
observed during local winter when the Southern Ocean experiences winter storms. The Rayleigh wave group
velocity ranges between 2.1 and 3.7 km/s, considering our period range studied. Inter-annual velocity vari-
ations are not much evident. We observe a slight velocity decrease in summer and increase in winter, which
could be attributed to the pressure melting of ice and an increase in ice mass, respectively. The velocity
anomalies observed within the crust and upper mantle structure correlate with the major crustal and upper
mantle features known from previous studies in the area. Our results demonstrate that the direct comparison
of surface wave dispersion curves extracted from ambient noise might be a useful tool in monitoring crustal
structure variations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Passive seismic methods as tools for seismological studies provide excellent opportunities to use continu-
ously recorded seismic noise data, eliminating the need for earthquakes or artificial sources. A widely used
method is seismic interferometry, which involves extraction of Green’s functions from cross-correlations of
ambient seismic noise between station pairs over a sufficient time frame (Shapiro & Campillo 2004; Sabra
et al. 2005). The seismic noise wavefield between a pair of receivers is estimated by creating a virtual source
at a receiver location.
In principle, both surface waves and body waves can be extracted from the cross correlation of noise.
However, it has proven to be relatively easy to extract surface waves compared to body waves. This is because
most strong seismic noise sources are commonly present within the crust or on the earth’s surface (Campillo
& Paul 2003; Draganov et al. 2009; Boschi & Weemstra 2015). Additionally, the majority of ambient noise
energy is observed in the microseismic band, which pertains to surface waves of period between ∼5 s and
∼30 s (Boschi & Weemstra 2015). The microseismic frequency band (5-30 s) is dominated by surface waves
whose frequencies can illuminate crustal structure. This provides the possibility to study earth structure
even in areas that lack large seismic networks. Seismic surface waves can be divided into Love waves
and Rayleigh waves. Although both of these surface wave types can be observed in the cross-correlations,
Rayleigh waves are more preferred since they dominate the vertical component of the seismogram.
The methodology of retrieving inter-receiver Green’s functions from ambient seismic noise data by cross-
correlation has led to interesting applications at different scales. Two popular applications include subsur-
face imaging and monitoring of changes in the subsurface. Subsurface imaging using noise correlations—
commonly known as ambient noise tomography—has been achieved using surface waves (Shapiro et al.
2005; Nicolson et al. 2012; Obermann et al. 2016) as well as body waves (Ryberg 2011; Chaput et al. 2012;
Quiros et al. 2016). Monitoring of the processes in the subsurface by chasing changes in seismic waveforms
or travel times has been applied successful in the following examples: to monitor geothermal sites (Ober-
mann et al. 2015), to monitor volcanoes (Brenguier et al. 2011, 2008b), to monitor fault zones (Wegler &
Sens-Scho¨nfelder 2007; Brenguier et al. 2008a), to monitor oil fields (De Ridder & Biondi 2013), to monitor
landslides (Mainsant et al. 2012), to monitor ice sheet melt Mordret et al. (2016) among others.
Monitoring temporal changes in subsurface properties using ambient noise recordings has become very
popular. Because noise continuously illuminates the subsurface, and we can reconstruct waves with virtual
sources using only receivers, this technique is useful to detect temporal variations of the earth structure.
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With this methodology, one obtains some advantages for subsurface monitoring that include repeatability,
avoiding the uncertainty in earthquake source locations and origin times, cancelling the complexity of wave
propagation to a virtual source, and using measurements (ambient noise) unusable with active source meth-
ods.
In this paper, we use vertical-component of continuous ambient seismic noise data recorded in Antarctica
for a 4-year period. We investigate whether Rayleigh-wave group dispersion curves based on ambient noise
surface wave data can be compared directly to monitor seasonal variations in seismic velocities. This is on the
assumption that if there are no changes, noise measurements performed on the same earth medium at different
seasons yield the same dispersion characteristics. Our analysis is concentrated on two different period bands:
5-10 and 10-30 s. We explore in detail the cross-correlation results for the JUBA–ESPERANZA pair, with
a path length of approximately 154 km connecting King George Island and the Antarctic Peninsula. We
examine the implications of seasonal variations on Southern Ocean microseisms. We obtain insight on the
feasibility of the direct use of Rayleigh wave dispersion curves to study the crustal structure of the Bransfield
Strait and monitor seasonal velocity variations.
2 DATA AND MEASUREMENT METHODS
In this study, we used vertical component continuous seismic data from 4 stations in the Argentine Antarctica
region from ASAIN (Antarctic Seismographic Argentine-Italian Network) in West Antarctica (Fig. 1). The
stations Carlini—formerly Jubany (JUBA)—station, Esperanza (ESPZ), Orcada (ORCD) and San Martin
(SMAI) are part of the 5 seismological stations that have been set under ASAIN collaborative agreement.
The seismologic network provide essential data to study the internal structure of the Antarctic continent,
monitor seismicity, and to monitor large-scale phenomena, such as melting of the Antarctic ice sheet, among
others. We analyzed 4 years (2008-2011) of seismic data recorded recorded by the 4 stations with a sampling
rate of 1 sample per second. The initial data preparation involves unpacking the raw data from its standard
SEED format to obtain noise data in SAC format. We have to ensure that the two amplitudes of each record
are completely consistent by running a time normalization so that the records share the same absolute time
and the same amplitude information is retained. It is important to note that if the instruments of two stations
are inconsistent, it is necessary to remove instrument responses from the raw data.
Here we concentrate our feasibility analysis on the JUBA-ESPZ pair whose path crosses the Bransfield
Strait from the King George Island to the Antarctic Peninsula. The goal of our study is to gain insight into
the crustal structure of the Bransfield Basin and detect seasonal seismic velocity changes. This basin has
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been studied by various authors for over the last five decades (Ashcroft 1972; Janik 1997; Grad et al. 1997;
Christeson et al. 2003; Barker et al. 2003; Vuan et al. 2005; Janik et al. 2006; Yegorova et al. 2011; Park
et al. 2012; Vuan et al. 2014). But the details of its crustal structure has been difficult to describe and the
conclusions have been controversial.
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Figure 1: Location of seismological stations within the ASAIN network. Red triangles labelled JUBA, ESPZ, ORCD
and SMAI are stations used in this study. The red lines indicate plate boundaries.
3 TECHNIQUES FORESTIMATINGTEMPORAL SEISMICVELOCITYVARIATIONS
The use of noise correlations as repeated seismic sources allows us to compare waveforms at different time
intervals. This implies that temporal variations in the earth structure (measured as velocity variations) can be
monitored by means of subtle differential characteristics of the reference and current signals. The reference
is usually obtained by stacking daily cross-correlations over a long period of time and the current by stacking
over a few days. For applications that involve temporal monitoring, it is assumed that the seismic Green’s
function from the cross-correlation of ambient seismic noise remain unchanged if the investigated medium
is stationery. Efficient preprocessing of noise to correct for seasonal variation is important else variation of
noise sources could result into changes that may be mistakenly interpreted as medium temporal variations
(Hadziioannou et al. 2009; Weaver et al. 2011; Gong et al. 2015).
There are two different methods that have widely been applied to study temporal changes in different
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earth structures by measuring velocity perturbations dv/v. They include the ”Stretching” Technique (ST)
(Sens-Scho¨nfelder & Wegler 2006; Hadziioannou et al. 2009) and the Moving Window Cross Spectral tech-
nique (MWCST) (Clarke et al. 2011). The important consideration in both methods is that changes in the
properties of the medium in which the seismic waves propagate result in seismic waveforms or travel times
changes. Thus, relative velocity changes in the medium are estimated by comparing the two waveforms:
reference and current cross-correlation signal waveforms.
The ST operates in the time domain and is based on the assumption that if a homogeneous velocity
perturbation occurs in the medium, then travel times of the seismic phases change in proportion to the
perturbation. This results in a stretched or compressed current correlation waveform in comparison to the
reference (Meier et al. 2010). The stretching parameter m that maximises the correlation coefficient of the
two waveforms in a given lapse time window t is such that,
m = −dt/t = dv/v. (1)
The MWCST involves for a given time window, computing the cross-spectrum between the current and
the reference correlation function to estimate time delays. The time delay measurements for different time
windows are estimated from the slopes of the phase of the cross-spectra. Then, the final value of dt/t is
obtained using a linear regression model (Duputel et al. 2009). The dv/v value in the medium is deduced by
a similar relation in Equation 1. Since the MWCST operates in the frequency domain, it may be less affected
by seasonal variations in noise sources than the ST that operates directly in the time domain.
For monitoring purposes involving tiny medium changes, the two methods above are preferably applied
to the coda part of the cross-correlation function that appears after the first (direct) arrival. This is because
coda waves sample the medium repeatedly and thus more sensitive to changes in the medium properties.
However, we believe that for significant changes in the medium, analysis of the time window of the direct
arrival Rayleigh waves in the the cross correlation should be sufficient. Moreover, compared to the coda,
the direct surface waves are sensitive to structures in the top few kilometres between a station pair; hence
they are suitable for studying the earth’s crust and detecting temporal variations in crustal properties. In this
paper, we measure group velocity dispersion curves for different temporal ranges to detect possible seasonal
seismic velocity changes on a selected path across the Bransfield Strait in West Antarctica. More complete
statistics on dispersion curves can also be useful in estimating the depth of temporal changes by utilising
depth sensitivity of Rayleigh waves.
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4 ESTIMATION OF GREEN’S FUNCTION
We estimate Rayleigh-wave Green’s functions by computing the cross-correlations of ambient-noise records
between a pair of seismologic stations. Before the actual cross correlation is made, a noise preprocessing
step is as follows: each daily trace is cut into 4-hour long segment of noise, and each resulting segment
is detrended, demeaned, tapered, and band-pass filtered between periods of 1 and 100 s. To eliminate the
relevance of spurious spikes and reduce effects of earthquakes on cross correlations, we activate one-bit
normalisation (Bensen et al. 2007), a method presently widely used. As a final preprocessing step, we apply
spectral whitening to the data.
For a station pair, the 4-hour correlations were linearly stacked into moving averages of three months, that
is to say, for each year we consider 12 overlapping 3-month time windows starting from January; namely
January, February, March; February, March, April; ... November, December, January (next year). We
find the 3-month correlation stacks suitable for determination of group velocity dispersion curves because
they produce inter-station wavefields with acceptable signal-to-noise ratios. Therefore, we can analyze four
different temporal intervals for every year to estimate variations in group velocity measurements that describe
temporal variations in crustal structure.
It has been shown that sufficient spectral whitening of the cross-correlated signals can potentially remove
the effects on the ambient noise cross-correlations of the distribution of ambient noise sources if the seasonal
variations are uniform with respect to the noise source locations (Daskalakis et al. 2016). This hypothesis is
found reasonable when the measurements are from the same regional area. We have performed an adequate
normalization, but still found small differences in the frequency domain amplitude spectra at low periods,
depending on the kind of path.
To ensure the reliability of our measurements in each period band, we considered cross-correlations
whose SNR > 10. The SNR was computed as the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the correlation within
a time window containing the signals (2- to 4-km/s window) to the root-mean-square of noise slower than
the signal arrival window (slower than 2 km/s). Hence, the estimated Green’s functions are the computed
cross-correlations with SNR> 10. For the JUBA-ESP pair studied in detail here, the SNR of the correlations
is the highest and the correlations within the analyzed frequency band are least biased by seasonal variations
of the noise. In general, however, a robust kind of correction for seasonal variations would be necessary
especially when working with low periods.
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5 SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF MICROSEISMIC SIGNAL
Seasonal variations of primary and secondary microseisms can be observed in the empirical Greens function
retrieved from the cross-correlation traces. Fig. 2 illustrates the asymmetry of cross-correlations in our data.
For example the middle panel of Fig. 2 shows that the negative lag of the cross correlation is predominant in
the secondary microseism band while the positive lag component in the lower panel is weak. This indicates
that the ambient noise travelled dominantly in a direction from JUBA towards ESPZ, so generally from a
station near the coast since the ocean is the dominant noise source. Without clear knowledge about which
component of the signal is better, the folded signal (upper panel of Fig. 2), which results from time reversing
the negative lag and summing it with the positive one, is a better signal. By averaging the positive and
negative components, the signal to noise ratio of the empirical Green’s functions is improved (Buffoni et al.
2018).
In this study, we use the symmetrical component (folded signal) to extract the dispersion curves. As
earlier pointed out, there could be a high possibility of effects caused by the variation of noise sources
around Antarctica affecting the shape of negative and positive parts of the cross-correlation. Since noise
sources for the secondary microseisms appear relatively stable, it is suitable to focus on the frequency range
of secondary microseisms when analyzing the dispersion curves.
Fig. 3 shows, for example, the estimated Rayleigh-wave Green’s functions between station ESP and
JUBA for temporal ranges January–March and June–August in 2008. The amplitude spectra of the signal is
also shown on the right side. The period band of 3–30 s is the most energetic. Two predominant peaks in
a frequency domain corresponding to primary (10–30 s) and secondary (5–10 s) microseisms can be clearly
seen. Although these seismic records are believed to originate from long period ocean waves, the secondary
microseisms are generated by a more complex mechanism than the primary microseisms.
Fig. 3 also shows that typical noise correlation signals vary over time. We observe that the secondary
microseism noise level is minimum during local summer, with higher levels occurring during local winter
when the Southern Ocean experiences violent winter storms. The relatively higher secondary microseisms
in austral winter could also be explained by instances of icebreakups and near-coastal interactions related
to iceberg reflections (Grob et al. 2011; Davy et al. 2016; Pratt et al. 2017; Lepore & Grad 2018). For
the primary microseism band, noise levels are reduced in the austral winter. As sea ice builds out along
the coastline during the winter season, its eliminates ocean wave forcing on the Antarctic continental shelf
(Grob et al. 2011; Pratt et al. 2017). The presence of sea ice therefore potentially decreases the generation
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of primary microseisms, leading to relatively low primary microseism spectral amplitudes. The increase in
the wave shoaling rates after the loss of sea ice may explain the much stronger amplitudes of the primary
microseisms during austral summer. Because the primary microseisms are largely generated at the coast and
highly dependant on sea ice at near-coastal locations, they could strongly be affected by seasonal variations
and the noise sources.
Figure 2: Cross-correlations of three months of noise data (January to March 2010) between ESPZ and JUBA, with
a path length of approximately 154 km. The amplitude spectrum is also shown to the right of each waveform. Upper
panel: Symmetric-component of the cross-correlation (folded signal). Middle panel: The negative part of the cross-
correlation. Lower panel: The positive part of the cross-correlation. The negative and positive parts of the cross-
correlation represent two opposite directions of wave propagation between two receivers.
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Figure 3: Cross-correlations of noise data between ESPZ and JUBA for three months of Antarctica local summer and
local winter season in 2008. The amplitude spectra are also shown to the right of each waveform. Upper panel: Folded
cross correlation of three months of Antarctica local winter (June to August). Lower panel: Folded cross correlation of
three months of Antarctica local summer (January to March).
6 GROUP VELOCITY DISPERSION MEASUREMENTS
We measure group velocity dispersion curves on the estimated Green’s function of each temporal range by
applying frequency time analysis (FTAN), which gives for each period, an estimate of the surface wave
group velocity (Dziewonski et al. 1969; Levshin et al. 1989; Bensen et al. 2007). Dispersion curves can
be visualized using FTAN map. Figure 4 illustrates a typical dispersion diagram obtained for the station
pair ESPZ–JUBA. A line joining the blue dots indicates the fundamental mode of the Rayleigh waves. The
fundamental mode of the Rayleigh waves at periods greater than 5 s is clearly evident and can actually be
identified on the station pairs for the different temporal ranges.
The dispersion curves in our study show a marked change at periods around 5 s, and it is hard to estimate
the group velocities at periods shorter than 5 s. This trend may be as a result of the presence of ice strongly
that attenuates the short period seismic noise or the small inter-station distance in our case. Reliable disper-
sion measurements at longer periods are restricted by inter-station distances since stations must be separated
atleast three wavelength (Bensen et al. 2007). In this study, with inter-station paths ranging from 150–800
km, we can focus our analysis in the period range 2–30 s. We obtain good dispersion curves with strong
frequency content between 6.0 seconds and up to 30 seconds.
The dispersion map is represented by a complex function that includes a narrow band pass filter. The op-
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timal choice used in the FTAN technique is a Gaussian filter which is described by exp
[−α(f − fc)2/f2c ].
The α value determines the the frequency resolution of the filter and fc is the central frequency. The parame-
ter α defines the width of the band-pass filter. This parameter must be properly chosen to have a meaningful
shape of the dispersion curve and achieve a good balance between time and frequency resolution. We have
explored a wide range of values for α and found that the best values for our study are between 20.0 and 60.0,
depending on the inter-station distance and period range studied. From Fig. 4, its clear than the two spectral
bands corresponding to the primary (10–30 s) and secondary (5–10 s) microseism can be analysed separately
to have more meaningful and accurate dispersion curves. An appropriate value of α for each period range
must be selected during the analysis.
The measured group velocity dispersion curves can potentially be affected by seasonal variations in the
noise sources. To validate that our observed group velocity variations may be due to crustal changes, we
estimate uncertainties for the group velocities based on seasonal variations of the dispersion curves. The
error analysis procedure involves using twelve overlapping 3-month correlation stacks to investigate the
seasonal variability of the measurement. The 3-month time windows not only provide reliable dispersion
measurements, but also mainly capture seasonal fluctuations of the noise sources.
For each year of data and period range, we computed the standard deviation on all the overlapping 3-
month correlation stacks. We find that our group velocity uncertainties are smaller in the 5–10 s period
range and tends to increase with period. Larger uncertainties are prevalent at periods larger that 20 s due
to our shorter path length and perhaps because the amplitude of ambient noise decreases at periods greater
than 20 s (Yang et al. 2007). Fig 7, for example, shows group velocity measurements in twelve three-month
cross-correlations for the 3-months moving windows. The one-year reference is plotted as a black line with
error bars corresponding to the computed standard deviation.
While some of the variability we are seeing may be due to variation in the noise sources, the results
indicate that the noise preprocessing is efficient in mitigating noise source variations. Hence most of the
group velocity variations we observe in the 5–20 s period range is mainly associated with changes in the
seismic velocity structure rather than changes in the noise field. Moreover, in this frequency range, the
seismic waves mostly sample the Antarctica crust between depths of 5 and 30 km.
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(a) FTAN Map for (5–10 s) microseism band (b) FTAN Map for (10–30 s) microseism band
Figure 4: Example of FTAN map showing Rayleigh wave group velocity for the path ESPZ-JUBA for the spectral band
corresponding to two frequency bands: (a) secondary (5–10 s) microseism band (b) primary (10–30 s) microseism band.
The yellow areas in the map are those associated with the energy arrivals. Cyan dots indicate relative maxima for a
given filter central period. Blue dots indicate the period corresponding to the fundamental mode of Rayleigh waves.
In this figure, we show the overall energy distribution normalized to 1, whereas the energy was normalized for each
frequency to improve the tracking of group arrivals. The measured group velocity values (U) are plotted against the
filtered central period (T)
.
7 VELOCITY VARIATIONS
We assess velocity variations for the JUBA-ESP path by dispersion curve analysis. The assumption is that
changes in the crustal structure should result into changes in velocities and hence the measured dispersion
curves. Fig. 6 shows yearly variations of Rayleigh wave group velocity corresponding to four years (2008–
2011). It can be immediately seen that the group velocity values range within 2.1-3.7 km/s, considering that
the group dispersion curves have been calculated for a 5–30 s period range. For a suitable value of α (Figs 6a
and 6b), we observe systematic variations for all the years with very small changes in the group velocity
of the order of less than ±0.05%. Based on this observation, we could suggest that inter-annual velocity
change along the JUBA-ESP path in 2008–2011 are not evident. Hence, for a year average, the effects
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of uneven and varied spatial distribution of noise sources do not affect the measured dispersion curves.
This is because the effects cancel out in the comparison. However, they may affect the accuracy of the
actual velocities obtained and not the velocity variations. Fig. 6d shows the effect of a high α parameter in
estimating velocity variations. The curves give misleading and less systematic velocity variations when there
is no balance between time and frequency resolution.
To monitor seasonal velocity changes and study the effect of noise source variation, we compare the mea-
sured dispersion curves for 3-month moving windows. Figs 7, (and Figures S1, S2 and S3 in Supplementary
Material) show the measured temporal variations of dispersion curves (Rayleigh wave group velocities) for
the years 2008–2011, respectively. Superimposed is the dispersion curve (black line) for a stack of each year,
which acts as a good reference. The temporal group velocities measured are reasonable, varying around our
reference Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion curve. We observe a slight velocity decrease in summer,
which could be attributed to the pressure melting of ice, similar to what has been reported for station pairs
in the coastal areas (Toyokuni et al. 2018). It has also been suggested that an increase in ice mass during
winter months could result in velocity increase due to the compaction of ice and bedrock, which changes the
stress field. However, by comparing with the reference, the temporal changes in dispersion curves could also
be influenced by the seasonal distribution of noise sources, resulting in seasonal variations of the amplitude
spectra of ambient noise. It is observed that this temporal variability mostly affects the measurements for
periods T > 10 s. Moreover, these less systematic variations appear in the period ranges where the ampli-
tude spectra peaks. Hence, when using dispersion curves derived from ambient noise correlations as a tool
to measure velocity variations, correcting for seasonal variations is important.
From our measured Rayleigh wave group dispersion curves, we used the code SURF96 (Herrmann 2013)
and a starting model PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) to estimate a velocity-depth profile for ESPZ-
JUBA path. The other input parameters for the inversion were based on the starting model. It has been
indicated earlier that the PREM shows a velocity structure that is similar to that of West Antarctica (Heeszel
et al. 2016). The 1-D Vs model for the ESPZ–JUBA path obtained from our data-set is shown in Fig 5.
A high velocity zone is observed at depth intervals of about 14–19 km up to 25km, as well as 50–55 km.
Previous studies in the central part of Bransfield Strait (Janik 1997; Grad et al. 1997; Janik et al. 2006) have
revealed similar observations of a high velocity body that extends from a depth of 13 km down to the Moho
boundary that reaches a depth of 42 km. A low velocity zone, which underlies the high velocity zone is
also detected at 25–30 km, 32-40 km depth, and as well as below 55 km. About 10% decrease in group
wave velocity is observed between depths 25 and 40 km. Previous studies have suggested the existence of
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low-velocity anomalies in the lower crust-uppermost mantle structure of Bransfield Strait (Christeson et al.
2003; Vuan et al. 2005; Yegorova et al. 2011; Park et al. 2012; Vuan et al. 2014), which are attributed to a
thermal anomaly in the upper mantle, active volcanism, and the rifting of the continent.
For longer periods (>20 s), we obtain inaccurate velocity variations as shown for example in Figs 7f,
and (Figure S1(f) in Supplementary Material). This implies that the condition for stations to be separated
at least three wavelengths to have reliable dispersion measurements is important even for monitoring using
dispersion curves. For instance in our case, with a typical surface wave travelling at 3 km/s and a path of 154
km, the condition requires that only we analyze up to about a period of 20 s. In this period range, Rayleigh
waves are sensitive to velocities in the crustal thickness and uppermost mantle up to about 55 km for a typical
ocean basin (Ritzwoller et al. 2001).
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Figure 5: Shear velocity-depth profile for the ESPZ-JUBA path (black line). The starting Vs model, which is the
Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) SV global model is shown in blue.
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(c) Long period variations for α = 20
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Figure 6: Variation in the yearly measured dispersion curves for the time period 2008–2011. Upper panel: Short period
(5–10 s) band. Lower panel: Long period (10–30 s) band. Each line represents a dispersion curve for a year, color
coded by the year (see legend).
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Figure 7: Variation in the measured dispersion curves for 3-month range moving windows of 2008 for short period
(5–10 s) and long period (10–30 s) bands. Black line is the one year reference, and the error bars shown correspond to
the computed standard deviation.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
We assess the feasibility of monitoring seasonal velocity variations by direct comparison of Rayleigh wave
group velocity dispersion curves extracted from ambient noise correlations. We present results for a selected
path that crosses the Bransfield Strait almost perpendicular to its main axis. Using continuous ambient seis-
mic noise recordings for a 4-year period, we cross-correlate 4-hr long segments, stack the cross-correlations
over 3-month moving windows, and perform analysis for every quarter. In the microseismic period band
(5-30 s) studied, we observe seasonal variations of vertical component of seismic noise spectra. Secondary
microseism noise level is maximum during local winter when the Southern ocean experiences winter storms.
The seasonal fluctuations of the amplitude spectra of the noise sources may affect our interpretation of the
temporal velocity changes and thus their effect should be corrected. The 5 s-30 s group velocity disper-
sion curves show low- and high-velocity anomalies that are mostly correlated with crust and upper mantle
structure. At periods <5 s, it is hard to estimate the group velocities, perhaps because of the the small
inter-station distance and the fact that the presence of ice strongly attenuates the short period seismic noise.
Our results corroborate with many of the previous ones obtained on profiles along the paths connecting the
Shetland Islands and Antarctic Peninsula. We observe a slight velocity decrease in summer and increase in
winter, which could be associated with both broad-scale and local sea-ice conditions. Compared to the inter-
seasonal (summer to winter) surface velocity variations, there were no significant inter-annual variations
observed. This observation could suggest that the cause for inter-seasonal changes is mostly localized while
the annual variations are linked to broad-scale conditions. The results demonstrate that one may directly
compare Rayleigh-wave group velocity as useful tool to monitor seasonal changes in the crustal conditions.
A detailed interpretation of Rayleigh-wave group dispersion curves based on a denser seismic network
is part of our future plans. This would help to test whether dispersion curves for large inter-station distances
give meaningful results in the temporal variation estimation process. In our suggested approach, the moni-
toring of seismic velocity changes is achieved without inversion of Rayleigh wave dispersion curves for 2D
shear wave velocity profiles. We believe that forward modelling would provide the possibility to use a suit-
able structure and compare theoretical curves obtained in order to see how the variations affect the dispersion
curves. By modelling seismic velocity variations, one can suggest mechanisms for ice mass loss variations
locally from seismic noise measurements, though this is not part of this work.
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